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The Crystal Structures of Kbm1 and Kbm8 Reveal
that Subtle Changes in the Peptide Environment
Impact Thermostability and Alloreactivity
and the cognate pMHC molecule, a high frequency of
alloreactivity, or cross-reactivity, by mature T cells is
inherent toward antigens to which they have not been
previously exposed (Sherman and Chattopadhyay,
1993). Indeed, the TCR may have evolved to have an
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sponding to any foreign peptide (Mason, 1998). Alloreac-3 R. W. Johnson Pharmaceutical Research Institute
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activity might be a result of a combination of shared
similar contacts to the MHC a helices, molecular mimicry
in electrostatic interactions, but substantially disparateSummary
peptide contacts (Speir et al., 1998).
The murine class I Kb mutant phenotype (Kbm) is aThe Kbm1 and Kbm8 natural mutants of the murine MHC
classical model for alloreactivity, the cause for graft re-class I molecule H-2Kb were originally identified by
jection and graft versus host disease (Nathenson et al.,allograft rejection. They also bind viral peptides VSV8
1986). This family of spontaneous mutants, identified byand SEV9 with high affinity, but their peptide com-
skin graft rejection experiments, differs from the wild-plexes have substantially decreased thermostability,
type Kb by up to five amino acid mutations that areand the Kbm1 complexes do not elicit alloreactive T cell
believed to have arisen from gene conversion in theresponses. Crystal structures of the four mutant com-
germline between other class I genes (microrecombina-plexes at 1.7–1.9 A˚ resolution are similar to the corre-
tion) (Nathenson et al., 1986). The net result is substan-sponding wild-type Kb structures, except in the vicinity
tially altered antigen recognition and allo-definitionof the mutated residues, which alter the electrostatic
properties and marked differences in the ability to pro-potential, topology, hydrogen bonding, and local water
duce allospecific and Kb-restricted CTL responses instructure of the peptide binding groove. Thus, these
cells infected with vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) ornatural Kb mutations define the minimal perturbations
Sendai virus (SEV) (Clark and Forman, 1983; de Waalin the peptide environment that alter antigen presenta-
et al., 1983). Mutations in Kbm1 (Glu152Ala, Arg155Tyr,tion to T cells and abolish alloreactivity.
Leu156Tyr) localize to the crest of the a2 a helices and
in Kbm8 (Tyr22Phe, Met23Ile, Glu24Ser, Asp30Asn) to theIntroduction
b sheet floor of the peptide binding groove. Although
no natural ligands for Kbm1 and Kbm8 have been identified,T cell receptor (TCR) recognition of foreign peptide anti-
these Kbm mutants show impaired or altered presentationgens presented by MHC class I molecules (pMHC) is
of Kb-specific epitopes. Whereas Kbm8 is able to elicit a
crucial for activating CD81 T lymphocytes that target
response to Kb-restricted CTLs against peptides derived
infected cells for lysis (Zinkernagel and Doherty, 1974;
from VSV and SEV, although to a somewhat lesser ex-
Townsend et al., 1986). Peptide binding to MHC class I tent, it is unable to do so when bound to ovalbumin-
molecules is mediated through conserved hydrogen derived (OVA) peptides. In contrast, Kbm1 is not able to
bonding to the N and C termini of the peptide backbone achieve an equivalent CTL response from SEV, VSV, or
and interaction of the peptide side chains with six pock- OVA peptides.
ets within the peptide binding groove labeled A to F To dissect the types and magnitudes of the structural
starting from the peptide N terminus. Each MHC mole- changes relative to wild-type Kb that might lead to, or
cule has an allele-specific peptide binding motif con- directly cause, such a large variation in the biological
sisting of two or more amino acids, termed anchor resi- responses (Grandea and Bevan, 1993; Pullen et al., 1994;
dues, which best complement the shape and chemistry Yun et al., 1994; Tallquist and Pease, 1995; Imarai et al.,
of the individual pockets (Rammensee et al., 1995). 1995), we determined the crystal structures of Kbm1 and
While a degree of specificity exists between the TCR Kbm8 in complex with the same viral epitopes that are
presented by wild-type Kb to 1.7–1.9 A˚ resolution. Re-
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scripps.edu). in both Kbm complexes explain their high peptide affinity yet
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tions directly impact TCR recognition, whereas the buried8 Present address: GeneFormatics, Incorporated, 5830 Oberlin Drive,
Suite 200, San Diego, California 92121. mutations in Kbm8 do not result in overt structural
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Table 1. Peptide-MHC Binding, Thermostability, and CTL Recognition
Kd (nM) at 238C1 t1⁄2 (min) at 378C1 CTL Recognition2
VSV8 SEV9 OVA8 VSV8 SEV9 OVA8 VSV8 SEV9 OVA8
Kb 3 2 5 145 130 .180 1 1 1
Kbm1 8 4 5 8 7 5 2 2 2
Kbm8 20 13 14 50 47 10 1 1 2
1 Kd and t1⁄2 measurements represent the mean of three independent experiments. The standard deviation is ,20% for Kd and ,31% for t1⁄2
measurements. 2 Recognition by Kb-restricted CTL. Data from Clark and Forman (1983) (VSV8, SEV9) and Nikolic-Zugic and Bevan (1990)
(OVA8).
changes in the pMHC surface, thus explaining the allo- wild-type Kb complexes, with root-mean-square (rms)
deviations of only 0.3–0.5 A˚ after superposition of all Cageneic relationship between Kb and Kbm8.
atoms. The corresponding values for the peptide binding
a1a2 domains (residues 1–182) are all around z0.2 A˚.Results
The Ile23 and Asn30 mutations in Kbm8 point toward
the b2m and a3 domains, respectively (Figure 1), havingPeptide Affinity, Relative Thermostability,
possible structural roles in heterodimer assembly. How-and Epitope Presentation
ever, Asn30 does not directly contact the a3 domain,Affinity and thermostability measurements of the Kb,
while Ile23 is in van der Waals contact with b2m. TheKbm1, and Kbm8 pMHC complexes were performed to de-
total surface area buried by b2m in the Kbm mutantstermine the effect of peptide on epitope presentation
(1260–1300 A˚2) is similar to the wild-type complexes(Table 1). Kb and Kbm1 bind VSV8 (RGYVYQGL) and SEV9
and unlikely to contribute much to the differences in(FAPGNYPAL) with similar high affinity at 238C, whereas
thermostability. The largest structural differences fromKbm8 has an z7-fold lower affinity for the same peptides,
wild-type complexes appear in the SEV9 structures,but with the Kd still in the nanomolar range. By contrast,
where a small segmental shift (0.4–0.8 A˚) of the a2 H1the relative thermostabilities (measured here as the half-
helix parallels equivalent subtle variations in peptidelives of biologically active molecules on the cell surface)
conformation (Figure 1).of Kb, Kbm1, and Kbm8 complexed to VSV8 or SEV9 at 378C
differ significantly. While the half-lives of Kb complexes
at 378C exceed 2 hr, they drop to less than 1 hr for the Comparison of the Peptide Conformations
Kbm8 complexes and to less than 10 min for the Kbm1 Electron density for the peptides could be unambigu-
complexes (Table 1). Only the more thermostable Kbm8 ously traced in all complexes after rigid body refinement
complexes are allogeneic, suggesting that the 6- to of the protein (Figures 2A–2D). Superposition of the
7-fold lower thermostability of the Kbm1 complexes may VSV8 and SEV9 peptides of Kbm1 and Kbm8 with the wild-
contribute to their poor epitope presentation. Indeed, type structures (Figures 2E and 2F) revealed no drastic
the half-life of Kbm8-OVA8 (SIINFEKL) is only 10 min conformational changes, although some significant dif-
(Table 1), consistent with the lack of an alloreactive T cell ferences arise in the backbone and side chain conforma-
response (Nikolic-Zugic and Bevan, 1990). Thus, the tions of peptide and heavy chain residues. An z0.6 A˚
allogenicity of the Kbm1 and Kbm8 complexes appears to movement of peptide residues P2–P4 away from the a1
correlate with the thermostability of the class I pMHC helix in Kbm1-VSV8 is the only notable change in the
complex and not with peptide affinity. VSV8 structures. By contrast, the SEV9 peptides differ
significantly between Pro-P3 and Tyr-P6, with rms devi-
ations of 0.86 A˚ to 1.62 A˚ for the Ca atoms (Figure 2E).Overall Comparison of the Kb, Kbm1, and Kbm8 Structures
Antigen recognition by T cells requires binding of syn- Residues P4–P6 form a central peptide bulge in each
complex, but the Ca distances between equivalent resi-MHC molecules and their cognate peptide ligands. The
question of whether the mutated MHC residues directly dues can extend to more than 2 A˚. The P4–P6 residues
have slightly elevated B values compared to the rest ofinfluence TCR recognition or contribute strictly through
secondary effects to reduce thermostability was ad- SEV9, confirming the inherent mobility of the bulge. In
addition, movement of the a2 H1 segment toward the Cdressed by determining the crystal structures of the four
mutant pMHC complexes. The structures were deter- terminus of the peptide correlates with the individual
SEV9 conformations (Figure 1C). In the wild-type Kb-mined by molecular replacement using wild-type coordi-
nates (Fremont et al., 1992, 1995) without peptide and SEV9 structure, the bulge is situated toward the peptide
C terminus, whereas it moves toward the center of thewith mutated residues truncated to alanine. The four
structures were refined to Rfree values of 21.1%–22.3% peptide in Kbm1-SEV9, with a corresponding 0.4 A˚ rigid
body shift of H1. In Kbm8-SEV9, the bulge moves even(Table 2) at 1.7–1.9 A˚, which represent enhanced resolu-
tion compared to the equivalent wild-type structures further toward the N terminus of the peptide with a larger
associated shift (0.8 A˚) of H1. Similar shifts of this a2(2.3–2.5 A˚). The final models include residues 1–99 of
b2-microglobulin (b2m), residues 1–274 of the heavy segment have been observed in other MHC class I and
MHC-like proteins, sometimes as structural adaptationschain (a1-a3), four carbohydrate residues, three 2-methyl-
2,4-pentanediol (MPD) molecules, and two phosphate related to the function of each individual MHC molecule
(Fremont et al., 1992; Burmeister et al., 1994; Smith etions (one in Kbm8-SEV9). The overall structures of the four
complexes are essentially identical to the corresponding al., 1996; Zeng et al., 1997). Although crystal packing
Crystal Structures of Two Natural H-2Kb Mutants
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Table 2. Data Processing and Refinement Statistics
Data Processing Kbm1-VSV8 Kbm1-SEV9 Kbm8-VSV8 Kbm8-SEV9
Resolution (A˚) (outer shell) 15–1.9 23.3–1.7 22.1–1.8 19.9–1.8
(1.93–1.90) (1.72–1.70) (1.82–1.80) (1.82–1.80)
Unique reflections 43138 (2102) 61624 (2029) 49672 (1565) 47714 (1601)
Completeness (%) 99.2 (98.9) 99.5 (99.8) 95.1 (91.9) 93.8 (95.4)
Rsym (%)1 5.6 (40.5) 4.5 (45.6) 6.5 (48.0) 7.4 (49.4)
Average I/s(I) 20.3 (2.5) 34.4 (3.5) 23.2 (2.5) 21.9 (2.4)
Redundancy 3.3 (3.3) 4.3 (4.1) 2.9 (2.5) 4.2 (4.1)
Refinement
Resolution range (A˚) (outer shell) 15.0–1.9 23.3–1.7 22.1–1.8 19.9–1.8
(2.02–1.90) (1.81–1.70) (1.91–1.80) (1.91–1.80)
Rcryst (%)2 20.4 (26.0) 20.4 (24.3) 21.0 (26.0) 19.7 (24.5)
Rfree (%)2 22.2 (28.1) 21.3 (27.3) 22.3 (27.9) 21.1 (25.8)
Protein atoms/Waters 3196/334 3185/406 3178/276 3149/352
Carbohydrates/PO432/MPD 4/2/3 4/2/3 4/2/3 4/1/3
CV3 coordinate error (A˚) 0.21 0.14 0.19 0.17
Real space CC4 0.89 6 0.11 0.89 6 0.11 0.88 6 0.10 0.88 6 0.11
Rms deviation from ideality
Bonds (A˚)/Angles (8) 0.009/1.6 0.006/1.5 0.007/1.4 0.008/1.5
Dihedrals/Impropers (8) 25.7/1.14 25.4/1.12 24.8/1.12 25.5/1.20
Ramachandran plot
Favored, Allow., Gener. (%) 91.1/8.3/0.6 91.1/8.3/0.6 93.6/6.1/0.3 91.4/8.3/0.3
Average temperature factors (A˚2)
All atoms/Peptide 27.9/24.2 22.3/24.8 29.6/26.2 24.7/21.9
Waters/Others 37.5/54.8 34.7/46.4 39.4/52.1 35.0/47.3
1 Rsym 5 100 3 ohoiuI(h)i 2 ,I(h).u/ohI(h) where I(h)i is the ith measurement of reflection h and ,I(h). is the average measurement value. 2 Rcryst 5
ohuuFou 2 uFcuu/ohuFou, where Fo and Fc are the structure factor amplitudes from the data and the model, respectively. Rfree is Rcryst with only test
set structure factors. 3 Cross-validated (CV) coordinate errors from sA plots. 4 Correlation coefficients (CC) calculated with O (Jones et al., 1991)
using a sA-weighted 3Fo-2Fc density map.
effects may, in some instances, contribute to some of crease in van der Waals interactions with the peptide
these reported shifts, such peptide-induced structural and loss of negative charge that dominates this region
changes will directly impact TCR recognition. of the surface in Kb and Kbm8. The half-hydrophobic, half-
charged patch generated by the side chains of Glu152
and Arg155 in Kb now becomes a protruding hydropho-The Kb Mutations Alter the Surface Properties
bic ridge in Kbm1 (Figure 3). As a result, the hydrophobicof the Complexes
VSV8 Tyr-P3 side chain is now exposed at the surface.Properties unique to each complex are manifested in
In the Kbm1-SEV9 complex, the previous contribution ofdifferences of surface topology and electrostatic poten-
positive surface potential by Arg155 is also lost in thetial (Figure 3). The neighborhood of the bound peptides
creation of a hydrophobic ridge that is similar to thatcan be roughly divided into positive potential near the
in Kbm1-VSV8. Overall, the Kbm1 mutations change thepeptide N terminus and negative potential near the C
exposed surface potential on the H2a segment of a2terminus. The positive potential is provided by Arg62,
from negative (VSV8) or positive (SEV9) to neutral (bothLys66, Arg155 (not in Kbm1), and, in VSV8 complexes, by
complexes), concomitant with a complete alteration ofArg-P1. The negative potential is contributed by Asp77
local surface topology.and the peptide C terminus. The flexibility of the Arg-
In the Kbm8 peptide binding groove, the Tyr22Phe andP1 and Lys66 side chains in the VSV8 complexes is
Glu24Ser mutations directly affect the B pocket. Theresponsible for variations in extent of the positive poten-
electrostatic potential of the wild-type B pocket is highlytials. However, the main differences in the surface struc-
acidic, whereas the Glu24Ser/Asp30Asn mutations inture and potentials of these complexes are due to the
Kbm8 reduce the negative charge of the B pocket at thevarious SEV9 conformations and the mutated residues
b sheet floor. Therefore, the contribution of Glu24 to thethemselves. Indeed, the surfaces of Kb and Kbm8 resemble
negative potential of the Kb-VSV8 surface is not presenteach other more closely than either compared to Kbm1.
in the Kbm8 complex surfaces (Figure 3). Interestingly, theThe mutations Glu152Ala, Arg155Tyr, and Leu156Tyr
negative potential of the B pocket in the wild-type Kb-in Kbm1 involve large changes in both size and polarity
SEV9 complex is shielded by ordered water moleculesof the amino acid side chains. The salt bridge between
and also does not appear at its surface. The distributionGlu152 and Arg155 in Kb is lost in Kbm1, and Tyr155 now
and strength of the electrostatic potential at the pMHCpoints away from the groove, leaving the D pocket more
surface depends on both the specific mutations andaccessible to solvent (Figure 4). Moreover, the volume
the presence of ordered water molecules that can beof the E pocket in Kbm1 increases as a direct result of
the Glu152Ala mutation, resulting in a concomitant de- influenced by the conformation of the bound peptide.
Immunity
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Figure 1. Molecular Structure of Kb and Lo-
cation of the Mutations in Kbm1 and Kbm8
(A) Ribbon diagram of wild-type Kb with pep-
tide (magenta) bound in an extended confor-
mation within the binding groove formed by
the a helices and the b sheet floor.
(B) Mutated side chains in Kbm1 and Kbm8 are
shown in green and orange, respectively,
while wild-type side chains are shown in (A).
(C) Superimposed Ca tracings of the a1a2 heli-
ces of Kb-VSV8 (yellow), Kb-SEV9 (blue), Kbm1-
VSV8 (magenta), Kbm1-SEV9 (red), Kbm8-VSV8
(cyan), and Kbm8-SEV9 (green). Peptide-con-
tacting side chains from the helices, some of
which have different conformations in the six
complexes, are shown.
Peptide Binding by Kbm1 a steric clash with Tyr156, while maintaining a hydropho-
bic interaction, the Leu160 side chain translates out ofHydrogen bonds to the side chains of Tyr-P3 and Gln-
P6 in Kb-VSV8 are lost in Kbm1-VSV8 due to the Glu152Ala the way, leading to a 0.8–1.2 A˚ displacement of residues
159–163 compared to Kb-VSV8.mutation (Figure 4). A small cavity is generated that is
partially filled by water molecule 43, close to the former In Kb-SEV9, two water molecules connect the Glu152
carboxylate to the carbonyl oxygen of Pro-P5. This con-position of the Glu152 carboxylate group. Water 43
forms hydrogen bonds with the side chain of Tyr-P3 nection is abolished by the Glu152Ala mutation, and the
local water structure rearranges in a peptide-dependentand the carbonyl oxygen of Ala152, aided by a 0.4 A˚
movement of Tyr-P3 toward Ala152 and a 0.5 A˚ rigid manner (Figure 4). In Kbm1-SEV9, Tyr155 adopts the same
conformation as in Kbm1-VSV8 and does not interact withbody shift (compared to Kb) of residues 151–154 toward
the peptide. However, no hydrogen bond is reestab- the peptide. Due to the Arg155Tyr mutation, a hydrogen
bond to the carbonyl group of Ala150 is lost in Kbm1-lished between Kbm1 and Gln-P6. Instead, a 1158 rotation
of Gln-P6 around x1 establishes an intrapeptide hydro- SEV9 compared to the wild-type complex. The side
chain conformations of Tyr156 in Kbm1-VSV8 and Kbm1-gen bond (3.3 A˚) to the carbonyl group of Val-P4 that
partially compensates for the lost hydrogen bond to SEV9 are virtually identical, suggesting that this confor-
mational change is peptide independent.residue 152. The rotation of Gln-P6 is the largest differ-
ence between the VSV8 structures in Kb and Kbm1
(Figures 2E and 4). Similarly, two hydrogen bonds be- Peptide Binding by Kbm8
The Glu24Ser and Tyr22Phe mutations in Kbm8 changetween Arg155 and the carbonyl group of Val-P4 in Kb-
VSV8 are lost in Kbm1-VSV8. The less flexible side chain the size, shape, and chemical nature of the B pocket,
which affects interactions with both VSV8 and SEV9of Tyr155 in Kbm1 points into bulk solvent since it is unable
to overcome steric hindrance with Tyr-P3 to contact the (Figure 5). As a result, no direct hydrogen bonds of these
residues to either peptide or Asn70 are possible in Kbm8.peptide.
The Leu156Tyr mutation introduces a bulky side chain The void left by the Glu24Ser truncation is partially filled
by four water molecules, two of which (8, 152) reestab-that hydrogen bonds to the backbone carbonyl group
of Tyr113 (Figure 4), constituting a novel interaction be- lish the hydrogen bond from residue 24 to Asn70
(Figure 5). Compared to Tyr22 in the Kb structures, Phe22tween the a2 helix and the underlying b sheet. Avoiding
Crystal Structures of Two Natural H-2Kb Mutants
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Figure 2. Electron Density and Comparison
of the VSV8 and SEV9 Peptides
The sA weighted Fo-Fc omit maps are shown
for Kbm1-VSV8 (A), Kbm8-VSV8 (B), Kbm1-SEV9
(C), and Kbm8-SEV9 (D) contoured at 3s (VSV8)
and 2s (SEV9) with coordinates from the final
model. Carbon atoms are colored in yellow,
oxygen atoms in red, and nitrogen atoms in
blue. (E) Overlay of the VSV8 peptides in Kb
(red), Kbm1 (green), and Kbm8 (blue). (F) Overlay
of the SEV9 peptides with the same color
code. The Ca atoms of the MHC a1a2 domains
were superimposed to align the peptides.
Apart from a different rotamer of Gln-P6 and
a shift of the P2–P4 region by z0.6 A˚ in Kbm1,
the VSV8 peptide conformations are very sim-
ilar. The bulge of the P4–P6 region in SEV9
adopts a different position in each structure.
in Kbm8 rotates z108 closer to the former side chain posi- SEV9), both of which interact with the side chain of
Tyr45.tion of Glu24. The side chain of Glu24 in Kb bridges the
hydroxyl group of Tyr22 to the side chains of both Asn70 In Kbm8-SEV9, the relative increase in volume of the B
pocket is avoided by a partial collapse of the structureand Tyr45. In Kbm8, a 0.5 A˚ movement of Tyr45 toward
Ser24 retains the hydrogen bond between them. Ser24 as Asn70 moves 1.0 A˚ toward Ser24. This arrangement
would seem to be energetically favorable, since Asn70has two conformations in Kbm8-VSV8 (but not in Kbm8-
Immunity
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Figure 3. Solvent-Accessible Surfaces of Kbm1, Kb, and Kbm8 Colored by Electrostatic Potential
The potentials were calculated using the DELPHI module in InsightII (Biosym Technologies, San Diego, CA) and are colored red, blue, and
white for negative (#25mV), positive ($5mV), and neutral (0mV), respectively. Note that the surface of individual Kb complexes resembles
those of the analogous Kbm8 complexes more closely than those of the Kbm1 complexes. A hydrophobic ridge caused by the Arg155Tyr and
Glu152Ala mutations is visible in Kbm1 and replaces strongly charged patches in the VSV8 and SEV9 complexes. The negative potential
contributed by Glu-24 in Kb-VSV8 is shielded by water molecules in the SEV9 complexes and lost in Kbm8-VSV8 due to the Glu24Ser mutation.
does not directly interact with peptide in Kbm8-SEV9 as rable Sc coefficients. Indeed, they are all in the range
of 0.70–0.79, in accordance with their high peptide affin-it does in Kbm8-VSV8. In contrast to Kbm8-VSV8, Tyr45 in
Kbm8-SEV9 is rotated away from Ser24 (4.8 A˚), and a ities.
Cavity-creating mutations can destabilize proteins duewater molecule bridges the two side chains. Overall, the
hydrogen bonding networks of the B pockets in Kbm8- to an associated loss of hydrogen bonding and van der
Waals interactions (Liu et al., 2000). Low-affinity pMHCVSV8 and Kbm8-SEV9 are very different, but each is de-
signed to limit the energetic cost of the Tyr22Phe and and pMHC/TCR complexes have also been shown to
contain large cavities (.100 A˚3) close to the peptideGlu24Ser mutations in context of the particular peptide.
anchor residues (V. Apostolopoulos, personal communi-
cation) or in the pMHC/TCR binding interface (Garcia etShape Complementarity and Cavity Analysis
al., 1998; Ding et al., 1999; Degano et al., 2000). No largeof the Peptide Binding Site
cavities are found in the Kb and Kbm complexes, whichThe comparison of the overall curvature of two inter-
correlates with their equivalent high-affinity binding ofacting surfaces can be expressed in terms of their sur-
VSV8 and SEV9 but not with their relative thermostabili-face complementarity coefficient (Sc; Lawrence and
ties (Table 1). A number of small cavities are common toColman, 1993). This value can be used as a measure for
all complexes, albeit with varying volumes. One notablerelative affinity (Jeffrey et al., 1993); thus, it was expected
that all VSV8 and SEV9 complexes would exhibit compa- exception is a small shift (0.6–0.8 A˚) of Trp133 toward
Crystal Structures of Two Natural H-2Kb Mutants
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Figure 4. Comparison of the Interactions at
the Kbm1 Mutation Site with Kb
VSV8 is colored pink (left panels) and SEV9
magenta (right panels). The mutation site
MHC residues are colored green in Kb and
Kbm1. Water molecules are drawn as red
spheres. Possible hydrogen bonds are shown
as dashed blue lines. Only part of the peptide
is shown for clarity. Water molecules reestab-
lish some of the interactions in wild-type Kb
that are lost due to the mutations in Kbm1.
Gln114 in Kbm1 that abolishes a small cavity (20–35 A˚3) expected, peptides bound to Kb or Kbm molecules have
similar hydrogen bonds to their N and C termini. As apresent in the Kb and Kbm8 structures and might explain
the slightly higher affinity of Kbm1 versus Kbm8 for VSV8 and result, the conformational differences in these regions
are minor and likely to have no significant effect onSEV9. Otherwise, the remaining cavities do not occur in
a mutation-specific manner or are too small to relate TCR recognition and thermal stability. Instead, the main
differences are found in discrete main chain and sidethem to differences in the thermostabilities of the various
Kb(m) complexes. chain conformational changes near the center of the
peptide, at the Kbm1 mutation site, in solvent interactions
deep in the peptide binding groove in the Kbm8 com-Discussion
plexes, and in changes in topology and electrostatic
potential at the pMHC surface.The crystal structures of three different Kb peptide com-
plexes (Fremont et al., 1992, 1995) indicated that many
of the naturally arising Kbm mutations would not be likely Compensating Interactions Retain High Peptide
Affinity of the Kbm Mutantsto directly affect conserved van der Waals and/or hydro-
gen bonding interactions with peptide ligands. However, The loss of a single hydrogen bond can decrease affinity
by several orders of magnitude (Chacko et al., 1995).the extremely limited mutations found in Kbm1, Kbm3, and
Kbm11 are sufficient to render them unable to activate Compensating water molecules are frequently observed
to fill cavities generated by mutations both in the hy-CTL raised against native pMHC, emphasizing the im-
portance of even small changes for antigen presentation drophobic core of a protein and at molecular interfaces.
For example, a water molecule occupies a cavity in the(Clark and Forman, 1983; de Waal et al., 1983). It was
speculated that the altered immunological properties Phe78Ser mutant of the Rac protein (Hirshberg et al.,
1997), in the Leu41Ala mutant of the ROP protein (Vlassiof Kbm1 and Kbm8 arise from extensive conformational
changes in the MHC molecule and/or the bound peptide et al., 1999), and at the interface between the antibody
D1.3 and the Asp18Ala mutant of lysozyme (Dall’Acqua(de Waal et al., 1983; Nathenson et al., 1986; Hunt et
al., 1990; Nikolic-Zugic and Carbone, 1990; Bluestone et al., 1998). These water molecules often reestablish
hydrogen bonds lost due to the cavity formation or canet al., 1992; Chattopadhyay et al., 1994; Rohren et al.,
1994). The structures and relative thermostabilities re- occupy hydrophobic cavities where they are either ori-
entationally disordered or involved in C-H...O hydrogenported here for the Kbm1 and Kbm8 mutants in complex
with the viral peptides VSV8 and SEV9 reveal that the bonds (Bon et al., 1999). Strain imposed by cavity forma-
tion can also be reduced by rigid body shifts and, to aimmunogenicity of these pMHC complexes is in fact
correlated with more subtle structural changes. far lesser extent, by changes in side chain rotamers (Xu
et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2000). Such compensation for lostMany of the peptide interactions in the wild-type com-
plexes are also present in the mutant structures. As interactions occurs in the Kbm complexes and, hence, must
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Figure 5. Comparison of the Interactions at
the Kbm8 Mutation Site with Kb
The coloring scheme is the same as in
Figure 4 except that the MHC residues at the
mutation site are colored orange. The two
conformers of Ser-24 in Kbm8-VSV8 are shown
in orange and blue. Note the intricate hydro-
gen bond networks mediated by water mole-
cules at the Kbm8 mutation sites compared to
the equivalent wild-type Kb complexes.
explain the retention of high peptide affinity (Table 1). In mutations resulted only in reduced peptide affinity. How-
ever, the Kbm mutations affect pMHC complex half-life,general, residues around the Kbm mutation sites undergo
slight rearrangements in order to maintain hydrogen bonds which seems to determine the avidity of the T cell re-
sponse.to nearby side chains or water molecules or to establish
new interactions. The rearrangement of water molecules The half-life of the Kbm8 complexes is reduced by a
factor of three, whereas the Kbm1 complexes are muchin the D pocket, when Kb-SEV9 and Kbm1-SEV9 are com-
pared, shows how solvent can compensate for poor less stable with an 18-fold reduction. The shorter half-
life of Kbm8 could, in part, be caused by changes in theligand–receptor complementarity (Figure 4). In the Kbm8
structures, water interactions in the B pocket appear to van der Waals interaction of the main chain with b2m
due to the Met23Ile mutation. In addition, peptide-be important for peptide–Kbm8 complex stability (Figure
5). Thus, the improved pMHC surface complementarity dependent exchange of b2m on the cell surface has been
observed (Cook et al., 1996, 1998); b2m can also increasedue to “structural mimicry” by water, along with slight
rearrangements of the main chain backbone, leads to peptide affinity (Elliott et al., 1991), and dissociation of
peptide can accelerate the dissociation of b2m (Parkerreestablishment of lost hydrogen bonds that presum-
ably keep the KD values of the peptide–Kbm complexes et al., 1992). Indeed, while the VSV8 and SEV9 peptides
elicit an alloreactive T cell response by Kb-restricted CTLin the low nanomolar range. Kbm1 has almost wild-type
peptide affinity, whereas these structural alterations are when complexed to Kbm8, OVA8 does not (Nikolic-Zugic
and Bevan, 1990), in accordance with the shorter half-not quite as effective for Kbm8, where the peptide affinity
is reduced by a factor of z7 (Table 1). life of the Kbm8-OVA8 complex of 10 min (Table 1). Thus,
both the Met23Ile mutation and the bound peptide may
dictate Kbm8 complex thermostability on the cell surface.Reduced Thermostability of the Kbm Complexes
Although contacts lost due to the Kbm mutations can be The drastically reduced thermostability of Kbm1 may
result from the loss of the salt bridge between Glu152compensated in part by structural rearrangements and
interaction with bound water molecules, leading to near and Arg155. A recent continuum electrostatic calcula-
tion analysis (Kumar and Nussinov, 1999) found saltwild-type peptide affinity, the thermostability, as judged
by the half-life of these complexes at 378C, cannot be bridges in monomeric proteins to be mostly stabilizing,
especially if they contain charged hydrogen bonds, asrestored to a similar degree (Table 1). T cell stimulation
does not appear to always correlate with peptide affinity, found in Kb-VSV8. Salt bridges may rigidify the local
structure, thereby preventing conformational changesas low-affinity peptides with KD in the micromolar range
are also able to elicit strong T cell responses (Daser et or unfolding (Kumar et al., 2000). In addition, the
Leu156Tyr mutation distorts the a2-helical region aroundal., 1994; Mandelboim et al., 1994; Gao et al., 1995;
Apostolopoulos et al., 1997a, 1997b, 1998). In this re- Tyr159-Thr163 due to burial of the bulky phenol moiety.
The absence of the salt bridge and the strain imposedspect, dramatic changes in T cell recognition of the
peptide–Kbm complexes would not be expected if the by Tyr156 may destabilize the a2 helix substantially,
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leading to the strongly reduced thermostability of Kbm1. T cells that is able to interact with self-pMHC complexes
on antigen-presenting cells (Kisielow and von Boehmer,Furthermore, the increased hydrophobicity on the sol-
vent-exposed side of the a2 helix may lead to aggrega- 1995). In the context of this selection process, T cell–
mediated alloreactivity, where T cells can be activatedtion and, thus, biological inactivation of Kbm1 on the cell
surface. Whether the changes in half-lives of the Kbm by foreign (allogeneic) MHC molecules to which they
have not been exposed previously, remains poorly un-complexes are due to differences in intrinsic protein
stability, increased peptide dissociation rates at 378C, derstood. The frequency of alloreactive cells is high, with
1%–10% of peripheral T cells being able to recognizeor both, cannot be discerned by the antibody binding
assay used here. alloantigens (Sherman and Chattopadhyay, 1993). Al-
though peptide-independent allorecognition was sug-
gested (Bevan, 1984) and verified experimentally (ElliottEffect of Surface Topology and Electrostatic
and Eisen, 1990; Smith et al., 1997), the majority of allo-Potential on T Cell Recognition
recognition events are likely to be peptide dependentThe surface properties of the pMHC complex are the
(Sherman and Chattopadhyay, 1993). Indeed, a struc-key determinants for the interactions with the TCR. Ap-
tural study of the 2C alloligand H-2Ld found alloreactivityproximately 18%–28% of the solvent-accessible surface
to be a combination of molecular mimicry and substan-area of the peptide is exposed in the pMHC complex.
tially different peptide contacts (Speir et al., 1998). TheThis small amount of peptide surface is unlikely to be
recent determination of the crystal structure of an alloge-entirely responsible for the extensive variety of biologi-
neic pMHC complexed to a TCR (Reiser et al., 2000)cal outcomes resulting from TCR recognition. Recently,
corroborates the notion that the overall mechanism ofthe distinction between the roles of the buried anchor
TCR recognition of syn- and allo-MHC molecules is simi-residues in VSV8 (Tyr-P3 and Tyr-P5) and the remainder
lar, although the detailed interactions may be signifi-of the peptide was investigated (Saito et al., 1999). In a
cantly different.51Cr-release CTL assay, the isosteric chemical modifica-
Single and double mutant analyses have shown thattion of Tyr-P3 with p-fluoro-Phe was not recognized by
alloreactivity between Kb and Kbm8 is due primarily to thea Kb-restricted VSV8-specific CTL clone, but the same
Glu24Ser mutation and, to a lesser extent, Tyr22Phesubstitution at Tyr-P5 stimulated the T cell response.
(Hunt et al., 1990). The Met23Ile and Asp30Asn changesThus, structural perturbations of buried peptide residues
do not influence the allogeneic properties of Kbm8. Themay change the thermodynamic and kinetic properties
buried mutations must then introduce new features thatof the pMHC interaction such that they drastically alter
are recognized by T cells. These findings correlate wellTCR recognition. Also, whereas Kbm8-OVA8 is not recog-
with the crystal structures of Kbm8-VSV8 and Kbm8-SEV9.nized by B6 anti-OVA CTLs, a mutated “rescue” peptide
The Met23Ile mutation at the MHC/b2m interface and(SEINFEKL) with a buried charge close to the Glu24Ser
the Asp30Asn mutation on an exposed loop are notmutation of Kbm8 elicits a T cell response (Dyall et al.,
positioned to directly affect peptide or TCR binding;1996). Such compensatory changes in a peptide to ac-
however, important structural features do change as acount for an Asp to Ser mutation in an MHC class II
result of the Glu24Ser and Tyr22Phe mutations (Fig-molecule have also been observed in the I-Ag7 structure
ures 4 and 5). Studies using MHC-specific antibodies(Corper et al., 2000).
(Stefanski et al., 2000) suggested that peptide bindingThe emerging principle is that, in addition to obviously
to Kb and Kbm8 may induce different conformations in theexposed regions, variation in buried components of the
MHC molecules. However, the VSV8 complexes of Kbstructure, such as in the Kbm mutants, can lead to
and Kbm8 are very similar, even down to the side chainchanges on the surface that are recognized by the TCR.
conformations of the peptide and the heavy chain. TheWhile the Kb and Kbm8 pMHC complexes display compa-
effect of the Kbm8 mutations on T cell recognition mustrable surfaces, the altered electrostatic potential and
thus be much subtler. The surfaces of the Kb and Kbm8topology of the Kbm1 surfaces due to the Glu152Ala/
complexes are very similar in topology and electrostaticArg155Tyr mutations (Figure 3) are probably responsible
potential, and from this similarity, a structural explana-for their inability to elicit a T cell response. For example,
tion for the Kbm8 alloreactivity may be extracted. SuchArg155 in Kb forms key van der Waals and hydrogen
variation in pMHC complexes cannot be adequately rep-bonding contacts with the CDR1a, CDR2a, and CDR3b
resented in the thymus, and therefore, mature T cellsloops of the 2C TCR (Garcia et al., 1998). This same
will be inherently alloreactive as a consequence of theresidue position contacts the TCR in all other TCR/
nature of the TCR/pMHC interaction.pMHC crystal structures determined to date (Garboczi
et al., 1996; Ding et al., 1998, 1999; Reinherz et al.,
Experimental Procedures1999; Degano et al., 2000; Reiser et al., 2000). Thus,
the Arg155Tyr mutation would likely lead to loss of, or
Determination of Dissociation Constants and Half-Lives
altered, interactions with TCRs. In addition, superposi- for Kb and Mutant Complexes
tion of Kbm1 onto the 2C/Kb/dEV8 complex reveals a po- Dissociation constants (KD) were measured by a competitive peptide
tential steric clash of Tyr155 with Tyr50 of the CDR2a binding assay as described previously (Matsumura et al., 1992). In
this assay, a radioactively 125I-labeled VSV8 peptide–MHC complexloop. The Arg155Tyr mutation, therefore, provides a di-
is dissociated by nonlabeled peptide and the concentration of thisrect structural explanation for the Kbm1 phenotype.
peptide leading to a 50% reduction in radioactivity taken as the Kd
value. For the Kbm mutants, a similar affinity for the labeled 125I-VSV8
Implications for Kbm8 Alloreactivity was assumed. For the determination of the half-lives, SC2 cells
During their maturation, thymocytes undergo positive transfected with Kb, Kbm1, and Kbm8 were washed twice with PBS and
resuspended at 2 3 106/ml in Grace’s 11,590 medium containingand negative selection to form a repertoire of peripheral
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10% heat-inactivated mouse serum, 1 mM CuSO4, and 50 mM of the Apostolopoulos for sharing data prior to publication, Randy Ste-
fanko and Ahteri Forcada-Lowrie for excellent technical assistance,respective peptide. After incubation for 24 hr at 278C, the cells were
washed four times with ice-cold PBS, resuspended at 2 3 106/ml Dagmar Klostermeier for critically reading the manuscript, and Sa-
mantha Greasley, Andreas Heine, John Luz, Robyn Stanfield, andin Grace’s 11,590 medium containing 2 mg/ml brefeldin A, and ali-
quoted to 0.5 ml. The samples were transferred to 378C (t 5 0) and James Stevens for discussions. This study was supported by NIH
grants CA58896 (I. A. W.) and AI42267 (L. T.) and postdoctoral fellow-at appropriate time points stored on ice. The cells were stained with
the conformation-sensitive antibody Y-3 followed by the secondary ships from the German Academic Exchange Service (M. G. R.) and
NIH training grant MH19185 (J. A. S.). This is publication 13550-MBFITC-labeled goat anti-mouse antibody and propidium iodide. The
fraction of conformationally intact class I molecules was assessed from the Scripps Research Institute.
by FACS analysis. The half-lives were calculated from a plot of the
mean fluorescence of the heat-challenged cells normalized with the Received November 27, 2000; revised January 29, 2001.
mean fluorescence at t 5 0 against incubation time, using only
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